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(5x2=10)

Vl Semester. B-/L./B. Sc. e*# i nrti o n, Sept./Oc t. 2022
(Semester Scheme)

(CBCS) (F+H) (2016-17 and Onwards)

MATHEMATICS - VIII

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 70

lnstruction : Answer all Parts.

PAHT _ A

1. Answer any five questions.

a) Evaluat. ,1f., 
(22 +1).

b) Find the locus of z satisfying iz - il < 3"

c) Show that v = 3x2y * ys is harmonic.

d) State Liouville's theorem.

e) Define bilinear transformation"

f) Verify Cauchy-Riemann equations for f(z) = sinx coshy + i cosx sinhy.

g) Find the real root of the equation x3 - 4x + 9 = 0 in one step by bisection
method.

h) Write Euler's modified formula.

PART - B

Answer four full questions (4x10=40)

2. a) Show that lz + il2 - lz-ilz = 2 represents a real axis.

b) State and prove necessary conditions for a function f(z) = u + iv to be analytic.

OR

3 a) Evaruate i'I ls##.!]
b) Show that f(z) = log z is analytic and find f'(z).

P.T.O.
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4. a) Findthe analyticfunctionf(z) = u + ivgiven its real part u=[t*iJ cose

b) Show that u = ex sioy + x2 - y2 is harmonic and find its harmonic conjugate'

OR

5. a) rr r(z) is analytic, show,nrt [*..+)lr(z) 
l2= 4lt'(z)12 '

b) Find the orthogonal trajectory of the famity of curves *2 * y2 - X = c.

6. a) lf f(z) is analytic with in and on a closed curve c of a simply connected region

and z = zo is an interior point of c, prove that *,t&dz=t{zo).

b) Evarua ,- I6;fu -r)d, , *h.,. c is the circle lzl = z.

OR

V. a) State and prove fundamental theorem of algebra'

b) lf c is the circle with centre 'a' and radius'r'then show that

.. I 1

i) l,- ..dz=Zni'[(z-a)
ii) $tr-a)n dz= g, if n +- 1'

v

8. a) Discuss the transformation co = sinz'l

b) show that the bilinear transformation preserves the cross ratio of four points'

OR

9. a) Find the bilinear transformation which maps 0, i, * onto 1, -i, -1 .

b) Show that W =?: maps the circle x2 * y2 - 4x = 0 onto the straight line

4u+3=0. z-4
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PART _ C
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Answer two full questions. (2x10=20)

10 a) Find the real root of xex - 2 = A by using Regula - Falsi method correct to
three decimal places in (0,1).

b) Using Newton-Flaphson's method, find the cube root of 37.

OR

11 a)

b)

12 a)

b)

13 a)

b)

Solve 10x + y + z= 12 ; 2x+ 10y + z = 13 ; 2x + 2y+ 102 = 14 by Jacobi
iteration method.

By using power method, find the largest eigenvalue of the matrix
[r z sl loltttt

A=10 -4 2l given xo =lol infivesteps.

[o o 7l Lr]

Using Taylor's series method, find the solution of + - x - y' , y(0) = 1

atx=0.2. ox

Solve *=r*, withxo=0, y0= l forx=0(0.05) 0.05using Euler'smodified
dxr

method.

OR

Find the approximate solution at X = 1.2 of the equation I = *r, given

Y(1) = 2 by Runge Kutta method by taking h = 0.2. dx r \

Solve l| = rlI *,rn y(1)= 2, find y(1.4) taking h = 0.4 by Euler's modified

method.


